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Vertiglass is a leading institution in Turkey in Project-design,
manifacturing-installations automatic glass systems with 32
years experience. With our investments in productive spaces and
new technologies we have realized a complete cycle of services going
from design to making up and assembly of our structures to measures
exclusively.
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Always ready to give efficacious answers to the customers, we try to
propose a complete offer by inserting any technological innovations
available on the market, of eco-supportability principals particularly.

Customer Satisfaction
At Vertiglass the customer and customer satisfaction take centre stage.
This calls for an approach in which the quality of the finished products
and services provided must meet the customer’s highest demands. We
therefore do not confine ourselves to just checking the end product, but
implement an efficient quality policy to ensure appropriate monitoring
throughout the entire production and sales process.
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Quality means satisfying the customer‘s expectations in terms of
products and delivered services. Quality is not confined to those
departments which come into direct contact with the customer. It is
a key principle for all employees of Vertiglass as they go about their
work, whether in production, sales, accounting, customer service, R&D
or purchasing. Every employee contributes to quality in their own field.

Automatic Glass Systems
Byart Group has produced Vertiglass automatic glass systems as a result of detailed studies of Turkish engineers
for 3 years. Vertiglass consisting of 4 products; were presented to the market with single movement, double
movement, triple movement and elevator movement.
Vertiglass, which offers architectural and aesthetic solutions to living spaces is equipped with advanced technology.
It is a system that protects outdoor places such as patios, balconies, cafes and open roofs from adverse effects
and provides insulation. Thanks to the system being used, it has the windbreaker feature.

Research & Development

Vertical Glass

Byart Group has 32 years experience in providing innovative
products. Considering that the always client wants to develop
projects close to 1000 per year. Each project offers a new experience
to the Byart Group for the development of its products. The R&D
team prepares prototypes to improve the product, according to
the records from the field and from the factory and is in constant
interaction with the assembly-production departments.

A vertical glass system of pioneering design, using tempered glass to
protect from all weather conditions.
Designed in order to provide easy adaptation, top aesthetics and
resistance to weather conditions, this is the recommended solution for
large outdoor spaces, restaurants recreation areas.

Thanks to heat and water insulation, it offers high performance for all seasons. As it is tempered glass, it is
stronger and more reliable than ordinary glasses.

Pergoline & Smartroof

Automatic Glass Series
TripleMotion

It can be used with Pergoline Awning Systems and Smartroof Bioclimatic
Pergola. Thus, the used areas are easily converted into sheltered living
spaces according to their needs.
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Automation
The world leader French Somfy engines are used in all our products.
Motors used with RTS technology are guaranteed for 5 years.
Thanks to the remote control, it is operated with a single touch and
is brought to the comfort.
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Different projects, products and solutions are produced considering
the location of the project, the architectural structure and the
relevance of necessity. Is created style, aesthetic and warm look with
architecture suitable colors. In addition to standard colors, all profiles
can be painted with the desired RAL colors.

Quality
Our products pass the durability and quality tests constantly in the
laboratory and in the field of use. It has been tested by METU against
snow load, wind, insulation etc. and has got solid reports.

